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The expression of genes encoding the a-like and
The locus control region (LCR) of mammalianb-globin b-like globins is limited to erythroid cells and is co-

genes covers at least 17 kb at the 5* end of the gene ordinated so that equal amounts of the two polypep-
cluster and has been implicated in chromatin domain tides are available to assemble the different hetero-
opening, enhancement, and insulation from neighboring tetramers of hemoglobin synthesized at progressive
sequences. Functional dissection of the LCR has defined developmental stages. The human b-like globin
the minimal cores for four of the five major DNase hyper- genes (HBE, HBG2, HBG1, HBD, and HBB) are
sensitive sites (HSs) that mark this regulatory region. clustered in the array 5*-e-Gg-Ag-ch-d-b-3 * at chro-
To examine fully the patterns of conserved sequences mosome position 11p15.4. The expression of the b-
in the mammalian homologs to the b-globin LCR, we globin genes is controlled both by proximal ele-
determined the complete DNA sequence of the galago b- ments, such as promoters, and by a distal dominant
globin LCR and completed previously unsequenced re- regulator, called the locus control region (LCR). The
gions of the rabbit LCR. Simultaneous alignment of

b-globin LCR covers about 17 kb of DNA at the 5*these sequences with the human, goat, and mouse LCRs
end of the gene cluster and is marked by five DNaserevealed conserved sequences (phylogenetic footprints)
hypersensitive sites, HS1 to HS5 (27). The b-globindetected using three largely independent methods. The
LCR greatly increases the level of expression ofmost highly conserved segments are found both within
linked reporter genes in erythroid cells and allowsthe HS cores and in some but not all regions flanking
expression of constructs regardless of their site ofthe cores. These results argue for an extended pattern
integration in the genome of transgenic mice (8).of well-conserved sequences, many of which lie outside
Deletion of the LCR leaves the gene cluster in a chro-the minimal cores, and we show that a key sequence
matin conformation that is inaccessible to DNase Irequired for domain opening by the region including
(6). Hence several functions have been deduced forHS3 maps about 1 kb 5* to the minimal core. Differential
the LCR, including enhancement, insulation fromphylogenetic footprints, containing sequences con-

served in nonhuman mammals but not in humans, are position effects, and opening of a chromosomal do-
found primarily around HS3, consistent with some spe- main. In addition, the LCR is required for correct
cies-specific differences in function that may be im- timing of replication of the locus (6) and for the use
portant for differences in hemoglobin switching during of the normal replication origin located 5* to the b-
development. q 1997 Academic Press globin gene (1). The LCR stimulates only one pro-

moter at a time, arguing that the LCR can form a
holocomplex that ‘‘flip-flops’’ between the globin
gene promoters (28).Sequence data from this article have been deposited with the Gen-

Bank/EMBL Data Libraries under Accession Nos. U60902 for the The positions of strong DNase I cleavage in chroma-
galago b-globin gene cluster and U63091 for the rabbit b-globin gene tin have been mapped precisely, and the minimal se-cluster.

quences required for position-independent expression1 Current address: Laboratory of Gene Transfer, National Center
for Human Genome Research, National Institutes of Health, Build- of a linked b-globin gene in transgenic mice have been
ing 49, Room 3A18, 49 Convent Drive, Bethesda, MD 20892. established for HS1, HS2, HS3, and HS4 (reviewed in
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the cores of the HSs. Additional activities associatedversity, 206 Althouse Laboratory, University Park, PA 16802. Tele-
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ment of expression by HS2, domain opening by HS3, All of the LCRs mapped in Fig. 1A have segments ho-
mologous to HS1, HS2, and HS3. The clones coveringformation of a DNase hypersensitive site by HS4, and

insulation by HS5. HS1 appears to be dispensable. In the goat sequence do not include the region correspond-
ing to HS4, and it is likely that HS4 is also present incontrast to the strong phenotypes of some individual

HSs in gain-of-function assays, targeted deletions of the goat further upstream. Galago has a segment that
matches the human HS5 region, but none was detectedthe region containing HS2 or HS3 in otherwise intact

globin gene clusters have only a modest effect on the in the rabbit sequence, despite the availability of se-
quence data extending the same distance 5* of HS4.level of b-like globin production (5, 14, 21), indicative of

functional redundancy within the LCR. Interestingly, This indicates that a sequence homologous to HS5, if
present, does not occur in the same place in rabbit as itother deletions and replacements of HS cores within

the gene cluster can cause a marked decrease in globin is in human or galago. The alignment of HS5 sequences
from human and galago revealed notable regions corre-gene expression, suggestive of key elements in forming

a functional holocomplex (2). sponding to human positions 300 to 800 and 1200 to
1400. Within the first region, there are two CAC boxesDespite the large number of studies on the b-globin

LCR, neither the extent of DNA segments required for within a prominent dyad (positions 765 to 784), close
to a mapped HS. The second region has one of twofull LCR function nor the functions of many of the pro-

teins bound to the LCR are known, and a combination previously noted matches to cleavage sites by topoiso-
merase II (29).of approaches will be required to characterize this key

regulatory region fully. An additional, powerful ap- The spacings between the HS cores are similar in
several cases, despite the large number of insertionsproach to understanding the LCR uses evolutionary

comparisons as a guide for functional studies. These and deletions that have occurred in the lineages of each
species (Fig. 1A). Although some variation is clearlymethods detect ‘‘phylogenetic footprints,’’ or highly con-

served sequences, which serve as reliable guides to allowed, it appears that some minimal distance be-
tween the HS cores needs to be maintained. This couldtranscription factor binding sites (9). DNA sequences

have been determined for much of the b-globin LCR of result from a minimal spacing requirement, or the
presence of functional DNA between the cores, or both.human (18, 29), rabbit (11), goat (19), and mouse (17,

20). To obtain a more complete comparative analysis Some repeats tend to insert in roughly similar posi-
tions, suggestive of hot spots for integration.of mammalian b-globin gene clusters and their regula-

tory elements, we report the DNA sequence of the b- We used a flexible computer tool, called llat, to search
for ‘‘conserved’’ segments using three different ap-globin LCR from the prosimian primate Galago crassi-

caudatus (GenBank Accession No. U60902), beginning proaches, each with a variety of criteria (Fig. 1B). Many
of the same blocks were identified by searches for in-at HS5 and connecting to the previously reported se-

quence of the gene cluster (25). This is a particularly variant blocks of a certain length, blocks of high infor-
mation content (24), or blocks that are similar to ainformative species for comparison with human be-

cause it diverged about 55 Myr ago, whereas the mem- ‘‘model row’’ (23). Even with the most stringent criteria,
conserved sequences are found not only in the cores ofbers of other orders of eutherian mammals diverged

from the primate lineage about 80 to 100 Myr ago. the HSs but also in the regions between the cores.
These include a broad region extending for about 1.5This allows us to look at an intermediate amount of

divergence between the simian primates and the more kb on either side of the HS3 core. Other regions are
quite variable. For example, the region just 3 * to thedivergent other classes of mammals. Also, the g-globin

gene in Galago is expressed only in embryonic red blood HS2 core is deleted in human, and the region between
12,300 and 13,700 has very few conserved blocks, evencells (26), showing that it has not been recruited for

fetal expression, unlike the orthologous g-globin genes at lower stringencies. The pattern of conserved se-
quence blocks parallels the pattern of DNase cleavagein simian primates. We also completed the DNA se-

quence of the rabbit LCR (GenBank Accession No. sites in chromatin (Fig. 1B), including several that map
outside the minimal cores. For example, DNase HSsU63091).

The computer program yama2 was used to generate have been mapped at approximate positions 6200 (22)
and 6500 (27), which are about 1000 bp 5* to the HS3a multiple alignment of sequences throughout the b-

globin LCR of species from four different orders of core, in a region with several conserved sequence
blocks.mammals, including human and the prosimian galago

(primate), rabbit (lagomorph), goat (artiodactyl), and The possible role of the conserved sequence blocks
located about 1 kb 5* to the core of HS3 was tested bymouse (rodent). (More details about the isolation and

sequencing of the LCR DNA and the programs and examining the effects on expression of a stably inte-
grated e-globin-luciferase reporter gene. A 1.9-kb DNAmethods used in the construction and analysis of the

multiple sequence alignment are available at http:// fragment containing both the HS3 core and the 5*-
flanking region is active in opening a chromatin domainglobin.cse.psu.edu. This site also maintains a server to

provide annotated alignments and a database of experi- (3, 16), and sequences outside the core are required
for domain opening and a positive effect on a e-globinmental results on globin gene expression.)

The new sequence data provide a more comprehen- reporter gene in stably transfected K562 cells (16).
Analysis of a 5* deletion series through the 1.9-kb DNAsive view of the LCRs from several orders of mammals.
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FIG. 1. Mammalian b-globin LCRs. (A) Maps of the b-globin LCRs of human, galago, rabbit, goat, and mouse, showing the positions
of HS cores in humans, their homologs in other species, the positions and identities of repeats, and the new regions sequenced in rabbit
(double-arrowed lines under the rabbit b-globin LCR map). The HS cores are shown as patterned boxes; long interspersed repeats (L1s)
are open arrowed boxes; and short interspersed repeats are triangles (in the latter two cases, the icon points in the direction that the repeat
is oriented). Short repeats are Alu repeats in humans, both type I and type II Alu repeats in galago, C repeats in rabbits, Nla and D repeats
in goats, and B1 repeats in mouse. An insertion between positions 14419 and 14599 of galago does not match any known short or long
repeats, and it may represent a newly discovered repeat. An insertion of 81 bp that begins at position 3614 of galago is a novel short
insertion sequence. The maps are based on information in this paper and the following sources: human (18, 29), galago (25), rabbit (11),
goat (19), and mouse (13, 17, 20). (B) Positions of selected features revealed by the multiple sequence alignment. The positions of the HS
cores are shown on the top line. Reported positions of DNase HSs are on the second line. The 10 and 30 blocks with highest information
content (HIC) are plotted on the third and fourth lines; this was one of three different measures used to detect strong conservation.
Differential phylogenetic footprints (DPFs) are on the fifth line. Conserved matches to consensus binding sites for the indicated proteins
are shown on lines 6 to 9. GenBank entry HUMHBB begins at 2688 in the current human sequence file.

fragment shows that deletion to an SpeI cleavage site netic footprint revealed that the binding site for the
AP1 family of proteins (including NFE2) is conservedcauses a strong loss of activity (Fig. 2). The deleted

region includes positions 5953 to 6525 and contains only within or immediately adjacent to the cores of
HS4, HS3, and HS2, whereas the binding site for themany phylogenetic footprints (conserved in all mam-

mals; Fig. 1B). GATA family of proteins is conserved at 13 locations
in the LCR, including several outside the cores. Con-A search of the consensus sequence of each phyloge-
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FIG. 2. A region located about 1000 bp 5* to the HS3 core is required for high-level expression in stably transfected cells. The top line
shows a map of the 1.9-kb HindIII fragment containing the HS3 core and flanking regions, including the positions of DNase HSs. A series
of 5* deletion constructs were made by cleavage at the indicated restriction endonuclease recognition sites, and these as well as the parental
DNA fragment were inserted into the e-globin-luciferase reporter gene vector and stably transfected into K562 cells (16). The level of
expression per copy of integrated construct is plotted for each of several isolated clones, and the geometric mean is given to the right of
the plot. Data are also given for the minimal core of HS3 (a 225-bp HphI to Fnu4HI fragment) and an 800-bp PstI to PvuII fragment that
encompasses some sequences adjacent to the core.

served matches to CACC motifs are also dispersed at flanking the cores. Since the various parts, or HSs, of
the LCR are thought to interact in a holocomplex, thisseven locations (Fig. 1B).

One useful variant of searching an alignment for re- means that the intact complex may be very large, per-
haps encompassing a region as large as the conservedgions that are conserved in all species is to search for

regions that are conserved in a given subset of se- blocks summarized in Fig. 1B, along with the associ-
ated proteins. This is uncommonly large compared toquences but not in the other sequences in the align-

ment (10), a process termed differential phylogenetic other known cis-acting regulatory regions and perhaps
relates to the many functions associated with this pow-footprinting (DPF). The aligned b-globin LCR se-

quences were searched for all nonhuman-specific mo- erful regulator of gene expression.
tifs, and the results show that these are found primar-
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